Hygiene matters. There are some cross infection hazards within a dental surgery which necessitate the need for stringent hygiene measures. The level of risk is therefore generally well received within the industry, but there are a number of gaps in the management of patient infection risks that results in the need to improve these methods. A study of treatment centre from Takara Belmont is one such example, optimum hygiene is ensured as there areennie techniques to encourage the staff to take the necessary steps to ensure that equipment is not used. The latest dental restorative technology is now being used in the dental industry, but it will also reduce the risk of cross infection. The result is a situation where infection risk is reduced to a minimum.

Dentists now can use Oral-B replacement heads in bulk to sell or to patients at an attractive price. These bulk packs contain 100 replacement heads, 60 per cent of which are the popular Pro-Expert range. The remaining 40 per cent are the Sensivis version. Both can be purchased singularly by your patients who should not wish to stock up or buy for the family. Worn toothbrush heads are less likely to be as efficient at removing plaque and therefore need replacing every three months. Your patients need you to understand this.

For more details on this offer please contact your local rep. If you're uncertain of the treatment, the likely outcomes and risks, the practitioner can be certain that patients are fully informed of all the options available to them. By making a systematic and methodical approach to treatment planning and can be talked to individual patients. With the correct use of the BACD protocols, practitioners can be certain that patients are fully informed of all the options available to them. By making a systematic and methodical approach to treatment planning and can be talked to individual patients.

D-Tec Surgery Lighting from Qudent. Are pleased to become world-class implant

Dentists are now used to new Oral-B replacement heads. The 'super soft' upholstery range is immediately comforting, whilst the folding backrest can be positioned behind the chair out of the patient's view. The Clinic is available in a range of both standard, comfort and ergonomic treatment spaces with British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry, 29 Harley Street, London W1G 9QR.

Tipton Training provide training courses in the following academy-based and specialist courses. The clinics and courses have been developed to provide up-to-date knowledge and expertise in the field of implant dentistry.

One year restorative dentistry course

For further information please call michelle@admcomms.com, 07503 178179

For more information visit www.dental-design.co.uk, enquiries@tiptontraining.co.uk or call 0161 602 3128 or email support@admco.co.uk, www.bacd.com, email info@dental-design.co.uk or call 01222 238464

A head of the rest

For more information contact Dr Ken Harris at support@address.co.uk or by calling 01812 850185.
Cabinetry built to work around you

Cabinetry for Dental Surgeries

The decon room, Cabinet Dental offers contemporary design that works around you and your practice.

Fully compliant with regulatory standards, there is a wide range of styles to suit any practice and Cabinet Dental will work with you to maximize space and efficiency.

The ‘Elle’ and ‘Ultimate’ wall and base units range from Apex is ideal for a more traditional practice and are available in two finish options: the Elle range, offering an impressive, resilient, high-gloss laminate finish, and the Ultimate range, with solid acrylic doors. Apex cabinets are custom-made and hand-finished to your precise requirements and, in keeping with its emphasis on ergonomics, all doors and drawers in the Apex range have soft-close features fitted as standard. For more information contact Cabinet Dental on 01268 733 146 or e-mail enquiries@clarkdental.co.uk

Ceraprint Inter dental brushes - an effective tool to maintaining optimum oral hygiene

Ceraprint, the dental health hygiene company conducted by the British Dental Health Foundation revealed that less than one per cent of the UK populace uses inter-dental brushes. Many respondents admitted that they find difficulty with brushing. This backs up clinical research in that a combination of manual and interdental brushing was more effective at removing plaque than conventional toothpaste brush only found.

Ceraprint has developed a range of ultrafine interdental brushes that fit into each interproximal space between the teeth, effectively removing plaque without damaging the gums. Good periodontal health appears to play an increasingly important role in the fight against diabetes and heart disease.

Interdental brushes are designed using CURAM, a raschel free weave that offers excellent durability without compromising on core width, and is able to withstand the wear and tear of frequent use up to five to ten times longer than other brushes. The soft and flexible filaments of Ceraprint interdental brushes also provide effective cleaning power whilst remaining gum-friendly. With thirty years of experience in dental care, Ceraprint offers an impressive range of products designed to assist with every aspect of oral health.

For more information please call 01480 828204 or email info@ceraprint.co.uk or visit www.ceraprint.co.uk

Manchester Dental Practice leads the way with Cone Beam 3D Imaging System

Dental health care professionals and specialists attended Manchester’s All Advanced Dental Practice to see for themselves the first NewTom V9 2D Imaging System. Those attending the showcase event were given a full demonstration of the NewTom V9 and shown a detailed case study. Until recently, implant specialists have used CT scanning, or CBCT (computed axial tomography) scanning: traditional CT uses a narrow fan beam that rotates around the patient acquiring thin axial slices with each revolution. The NewTom V9 offers a much wider field of view to capture the patient to two minutes of radiation; a NewTom scan takes just 18 seconds and because it uses Sallabh® technology and pulsed-ray emission exposes the patient to 5.6 seconds only of radiation; NewTom V9 3D Imaging Systems give more information than conventional CT scans meaning greater accuracy in detection and diagnosis.

For more information contact RPA Dental on 0800 939 070 or visit www.dental-equipment.co.uk

Trust the Dental Directory for your practice hypothetical – The Dental Directory is the UK’s largest Dental Product Supplier stock over 20,000 product lines, so it is no surprise that we have one of the most extensive ranges of general hygiene products across the UK.

All with free next day delivery our general hygiene range consists of autoclaves, handpiece cleaners, system washers, disinfectants, ultrasonic cleaners and ultrasonic systems.

The delivery directory also has a vast equipment division, stocking all the latest decon equipment, including autoclaves, handpiece cleaners, system washers, disinfectants, ultrasonic cleaners and ultrasonic systems.

To find all your infection prevention and practice hygiene needs, call The Dental Directory on 0800 585 566 or e-mail info@dentaldirectory.co.uk

Curaprox

Graham Gardner’s P785 a classic for the dental industry

Some uniform lines come and go but Graham Gardner’s P785 is displaying all the signs of enduring popularity associated with a classic style. After being developed for the fashion focused Beauty Market, Graham Gardner soon found interest for the tunic coming from the Dental market – who continues to be a hit if the summer season is anything to go by.

The classic style boasts a mandarin style collar and side opening detail, with attractive pearl stud and a trimming button internal security feature. The design has been modified over the years to enhance your comfort whilst still allowing the interpretation of a waterproof pen pocket. In order to speed up the turnaround of orders Graham Gardner now stock an extended range of colour combinations. The P785 range is available from stock with fast delivery.

To mark the occasion of the forthcoming Dental Showcase, readers can claim a 10% pre-show discount*. Please quote GQGD0807 to receive your discount.

Call Graham Gardner on 0118 225 6336 or visit www.grahamgardner.com

*This offer is applicable to our current stock list price, for all orders received by 30th September 2011 and is subject to availability. Delivery will be charged at our standard rate. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers.

As a key supplier surveyed by the British Dental Health Foundation,壁画牙科产品系列, there is a wide range of styles to suit any practice and Cabinet Dental will work with you to maximize space and efficiency.

Taking the stress out of surgery design

Cabinet Dental is a family-run business with over 37 years’ experience specializing in healthcare design. In fact, many new customers come to Cabinet Dental through existing clients and testimonials. Cabinet Dental believe that a new surgery that stresses staff and time consuming. They understand that there is the best possible use of space. If you’re thinking of a decision, the Cabinet Dental team will manage the project right through to completion and beyond, including supply to installation, training, ensuring that they are looking at and building the best imaging technology from Schick and Sirona and ongoing customer support. Your surgery is more than your workplace; the design, decor and colour scheme will help welcome a health environment, where patients will feel confident and comfortable.

You can feel equally confident and comfortable with Cabinet Dental as an integral part of your design team.

For more information contact Cabinet Dental on 01268 733 146 or email enquiries@clarkdental.co.uk or visit www.clarkdental.co.uk
DENTAL TRIBUNE United Kingdom Edition - September 5 - November 1

Use the Waterpik® Nano Water Flosser for a full mouth clean. The Waterpik® Nano Water Flosser is the ultimate in interdental cleaning from a company that knows the importance of a great smile. In a world obsessed with aesthetics, patients often forget that a good oral hygiene routine is just as important for a beautiful smile than any cosmetic treatment. By encouraging patients to establish an effective daily cleaning regime, you can help them preserve the integrity of their natural dentition for a white, brighter smile without having to resort to invasive procedures.

The key to patient compliance is to make treatment as easy and effective and possible with the Waterpik® Nano Water Flosser; patients can ensure excellent results without the fuss of traditional floss.

Waterpik® has developed a new, compact cleaning tool that is twice as effective as traditional string floss at improving gum health and the Nano employs the same winning technology being the first Water Flosser to power from a shaver socket, but is also small and quiet enough to fit neatly into every family bathroom.

For more information on Waterpik® Water Flossers speak to your wholesaler or visit www.waterpik.co.uk

Flextang®: Success in your hands

Flextang® handles are brightly coloured and can be bought separately so colour coding and rotational efficacy.

For information on administration please contact Dr Lester on 07973 875 503 or email: lester@oralign.co.uk Web: www.oralign.co.uk

For a clutter-free, hygienic working environment Tavom can be trusted to provide the perfect solution. For further information call Tavom UK on 0870 752 1121

Contact us by phone on 0800 072 3313 or email enquiry.uk@dentsply.com

DENTSPLY Rewards

Quality rewarded.

DEXTENSIL® rewards - cost effective, high quality.

In the current financial climate, dental practices need to keep an eye on costs and products.

DENTSPLY’s Rewards website www.dentsply-rewards.co.uk is proving extremely popular with discerning who want to trial a new product without incurring trial costs. DENTSPLY is dedicated to providing dentists with the highest quality products at an affordable price. Quite simply, every DENTSPLY product purchased earns the practice rewards that can be spent on other DENTSPLY products to suit the individual needs of the practice. DENTSPLY’s Rewards is a unique program devised to help practices when placing an order through their favourite dealer as all orders placed through www.dentsply-rewards.co.uk will be processed through the dealer at the usual dealer price. Ordering via the website is simple, secure, and accessible 24 hours a day and by using the rewards now and when you suit practitioners have access to new products to try and easily cost effective.

To register and start benefiting from your rewards today visit www.dentsply-rewards.co.uk

For more information, or to book an appointment with your local DENTSPLY Product Specialist, call 0800 072 3313 or visit www.dentsply.co.uk

If you are ready to commit to someone else’s life, then you need to work in a supportive environment. This is where you can help.